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This book is an exploration of the nature of journalism, politics and history that utilises Charles Bean's life as the vehicle. Such an exploration would have great appeal to Ross Coulthart as an award winning investigative journalist who has reported on contemporary military operations; history buff; and author of several books, including The Lost Diggers. But this approach detracts from Charles Bean being an informed, objective and balanced biography. The sub-title of the book, “If people really knew: one man’s struggle to report the Great War and tell the truth”, belies his perspective as an investigative journalist rather than an historian.

As Australia’s “official war correspondent”, a role that is barely imaginable today, Bean was caught between his responsibilities as a journalist to report accurately on the carnage and his duty as a patriot — and army captain — to do everything he could to support the Australian war effort. The two aims ultimately may have been incompatible. Coulthart opens his account with a quote from British Prime Minister David Lloyd George in 1917: “If people really knew, the war would be stopped tomorrow. But of course they don’t – and can’t know.”

By exploring the many tensions between journalism, jingoism or nationalism, and recording history, Coulthart concludes that Bean was a better historian than he was a journalist. Coulthart, perhaps unsurprisingly, identifies that many of Bean’s dispatches from the front, which were subject to strict military censorship, were at odds with what he had actually witnessed and recorded in his diaries. “There is a lot of evidence in Bean’s favour to show that he did as good a job as he was allowed to do ... To his great credit Bean never fell into the trap of embellishing his copy simply in search of a by-line or a happy editor ... Bean did not want to be a ‘star’ news reporter if that meant compromising the truth”, Coulthart writes.

The key issue faced by World War I correspondents was accuracy. Many stayed back at headquarters and took as gospel the often false and nationalistic nonsense fed to them by the high command. Very few followed Bean's lead and ventured onto the battlefield to gather eye witness accounts of the fighting. He also did the job with great courage. He was exposed to enemy fire on numerous occasions as he observed the war and at times risked his life to rescue wounded diggers.

Only later in the Official History volumes was Bean able to lay the facts out more honestly, although with the passage of time Coulthart accuses Bean of pulling his punches on Australian commanders in his coverage of military disasters such as Gallipoli, Bullecourt and Fromelles.

Other critics have identified that Charles Bean contains several errors of fact. Coulthart, also, is sometimes prone to bias through the selective exclusion of information. In several instances he does not adequately take into account the broader context of a particular event or action and is keen to play to the “lions led by donkeys” trope, one increasingly discredited by more than 30 years of scholarship, with his unqualified quotation at the heading of chapter 16 (p. 291) from Bean that the British Army consisted of “generals without brains and an army without physique”. I found that Coulthart's occasional use of modern and popular language detracted from the historical narrative.

Coulthart's claim that he possesses "a unique insight" into his subject because, like Bean, he studied law, worked at some point for The Sydney Morning (Continued on page 35
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Herald, and was an embedded journalist with the Australian forces for short durations in recent conflicts, is a bit of a stretch. The connection between historical events and contemporary military operations is good for marketing purposes, but does not really add value to the historical account or the analysis.

Coulthart also takes to task the people of times past for the crime of being born before us and living within the cultural norms of their time. Bean was a product of his times and, during the war years at least, snidely anti-Semitic, and his prejudices clouded his judgment of John Monash, and were a factor in his campaign to have the great general replaced by a lesser man. Bean carried the moral norms of his class, who believed they were born to rule the empire, and could not conceive of the son of a German-born Jewish store-holder succeeding in a military career through aptitude alone. “We do not want Australia represented by men mainly because of their ability, natural and in-born among Jews, to push themselves”, wrote Bean. The gentry felt ambition to be vulgar, because they had no use for it themselves.

Coulthart draws heavily from Bean’s diaries and so the compare-and-contrast approach with his articles and the official history is something new. Charles Bean has a large number of photographs, a bibliography, end notes, and an index; but no maps.

Charles Bean was awarded as joint winner for Australian History in the 2015 Prime Minister’s Literary Awards and has been described as “pacey”, “perceptive” and “readable”. A general reader, perhaps open to a slightly jingoistic account, might enjoy Coulthart’s approach and style, but on balance, my assessment is that Coulthart is a better journalist or storyteller than historian and seasoned military history readers may not find Charles Bean sufficiently objective and balanced.

Marcus Fielding
To tell you the truth, I don’t remember much more till I woke up yesterday morning to find myself an uninvited guest in your house. I don’t blame those Dyaks, you know. When I came down to the prahu and saw you, I thought you were for it. He had bought his land immediately after the war and had planted trees; but by the time they were bearing the slump had come and since then it had been a constant struggle to keep going. The estate and the house were heavily mortgaged, and now that rubber was once more selling profitably all he made went to the mortgagees. That was an old story in Malaya. I didn’t know how to do it really, and if he died the Chinks would foreclose and I’d be turned out. And where should I go then? I haven’t a friend in the world. Charles Blackmore crossed it, and lived to tell the tale. There are very few big adventures left and very few heroes. Children’s stories used to specialise in them - courageous explorers with sunburnt, leathery skin and eyes narrowed by straining to see into far horizons on their journeys into the unknown. These days you no longer nd such people in ction, let alone in real life. Or so I thought until I met Charles Blackmore. At that moment I was a very scared man. If it was like that at the beginning, how did they feel towards the end? I knew I had the mental stamina for the trip but I was very scared of my physical ability to do it. I remember day one - we sat at the edge of the desert and it was such an inferno that you couldn’t breathe. I thought, “We’ve got to do it now!” Charles I is seen as the man who lost the monarchy of England in a civil war. Was it really his fault or was it taken from him by those who also demanded to have power in England? Part of History. People came to believe that Charles was undermining their liberties or rights: Charles used a private ‘Court of the Star Chamber’ to try and punish his opponents. When Parliament complained in 1629, he dismissed them. Until 1640, Charles ruled without a Parliament, a period known as the ‘Eleven Years Tyranny’. Struggling to get your head round revision or exams? Our tips from experts and exam survivors will help you through. Get advice here. We’ll come with you to Troy and get your wife back,’ the Greek heroes told Menelaus. The Greek heroes told Menelaus that they would go with him to attack Troy and get his wife back. Using a report verb often means you can summarize the actual words people say, without repeating them. ‘I’ll bring my homework tomorrow, honestly, I will, really!’ He promised to bring his homework the next day. Why don’t you use a calculator?’ He suggested (that) I used a calculator. promise ‘I’ll do it’. CD 1A Complete the reported yes / no questions. 18 Rewrite the sentence as direct speech. Include necessary punctuation. a ‘Have you done your homework?’ The truth was, he told the detective, that Cora went to America to live with a lover, Bruce Miller, who had been one of her theatre friends in England, a few years before. Inspector Dew was not completely happy with this story, but neither was he able to prove that Crippen was lying. But Crippen was not as confident as he pretended to be. Dr Crippen and his lover knew nothing about any of this, of course, and were quietly confident that nobody had recognized them. So it was an unhappy surprise for them when they discovered Inspector Dew waiting for them in Quebec. Together with a Canadian policeman, Dew boarded the Montrose and arrested Crippen and Ethel Le Neve. They were the first criminals ever to be caught through using a radio message.